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Qy How do invariants of spaces e.g Gelander
Betti s behave art BS convergence CABBG
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Recall K locally finite pointed simplicial complexes

pted
If k is a finite complex let µ ion

be the measure on k that's the push forah
of the country measure under

K pins Kp
weakly

Then Kil BSconverges t µ if this y
prolcki
vets

Define BS convergence of finite vol Rien
manifolds similarly using Udi pled Rei mnHds
instead of Kr

Rm Elek iog.fm
mYKbomdfmIaifhgEffegnjlics

S'pose ki is a sequence

of banded degree complexes that BS converges
Then backi

ki
converges Hk



Here vole vertices ba din Ha the
den of Kth homology bhtrol is the teth

normalredBeltilt

RmhI i Tim says that you can guess

backlfrich if you sample the geometry

of K in large balls around random vertices

The ratio is testable

21 If Ko µ can view the thm as

giving a clef of normalized Belti s

of µ
Schrodt 2010 shows how to

define such an init for an arbitrary
Mimudular random complex in a

way thats cats under weak limits
of sofic random complexes

37 Thon is not true without the
degree bond e.g

Ki BS
0 0 0 0 o_0 o 3 1

r o_O r

i vertices

complete graph on nice i vertices



I

just has to
but b h ni be is

it ni i
i

varying nu these can accumulate onto

all of IR Essentially the issue is
that the Betti s of a complete

graph aren't linearly told by WI

Qy Similar thin for their mnfldo

Need something like a degree bond
Since F Rien mnflb w small
vol huge Belts

Thin Elek Bowen t ABBG If Mi
is a BS convergent seq of closed

their dmnflds w sectional curvatures

in Cais and in Mi 2e other
balm
Imi converge Ace



Here injCM Iif injmex Assumption

above each E ball in each Mi
is a Hp ball

An Enet in M is a maximal

subset 8cm w dkqylx.ee IX yes

The E balls Blast xes cover

M and the nerve NCS is
the complex with vertex set S and
a k aniplex for every k fold
intersection of the

e

balls BG.se

0 00 II
here

Nervelemma If injury is 2e then
NCS is homotopy egani to M

Bettis are sane



Pfefthm We have Mi n WIT YI converge
Randomly choose an E net Soo Mo
by superimposing a bunch of Poison

process and construct the nerve Nlsi
apemker of the corresponding cover by e balls

Then Neil is he to Mi and the
assumptions on ig and curvature

Nui has bonded degree Show

these random complexes BS converge and
use Elek's thin

There's a gap
above since its quite

subtle to show that the e nets
produced vary ants if you vary
the mated We circumvent this problem

by constructing random almost nets
and show theyre good enough D

Shrse G is a noncompact simple tie
group X 4K the symmetric space
e g X Hl a X Stalky



An X d is a quotient M

Gromoi F some C IX at if
M is a fin not X mated

we have

bh.CM EC.volCm7V

GthmCABBGS'poseX tltl'and Mi
is a BS convergent sq of
fin not X mnflds Then

balmil
converge the

Timi

Rmhf when X M this follows
Fran Gauss Bonnet since my
hyp surface 5 satisfies

b Cs 2 XG
Ag vols GB 2ms IT IIT



If Si BS converges then either

X Si on are eventually
constant so in either case

converges

Ex when Xi µ

Shae K is the figure 8 knot
M Sh K Then M admits

a complete hyp metric of fi voi
as do the Dehn filling's

Mi MCI i

for large i Here we create Mi
by attaching a solid taus to
Shuck along duck T so

that the meridian of the solid
tan is glued to untie c It NCH

solid tens

aside

Isn

l 0 EHCINCH Zm



I

Work of Thorsten 3

Mi
BS

fmlr.am

But bCM 1 and b Mi
0 since we're gluing 0 c It

do

to a generator mail for
It CS NCH Then

BS cor.ge

o am 0 Ein i

don't converge

Application dpose X has raking
e.g X 54 4 no 3



Tim CABDGNRS 171 If Mi is

any sequence of Fi vol X mafed

pairwise nonsometric then Mi Ix
This is the geometric version of ye Ie

as in Talk 2

Coz If Emil is as above

I bhimi pEkxl
voi Mo t j Petti.fr XKth

Rmt CA follows for colnial covering towers
M Mr Ms of compact
X ninth by Degeorge Wallach 78
Such towers exist TX Bond Maker

P of Any such Mi 1
Interleave Mi w a cofid cover

tower and apply ABBG D



The Prof ofABBG

let Me be a BS convergent seq of Xanadu
Xt He Al WIT bkCMi

em converge

Let Go be small and set

thingart s Mike xemiliiym.fi ce3

thick Mi M Mike
part

Step 1 One can show Mi a BS converges
Construct random almost nets in the
Mi a take nerve complexes to get
a BS convergent sequence of complexes

ki Work of Gelander 3 ki
is he to Chiba This is
more subtle since Mi e tear d

Elek normalized Bettis at Mike
converge Not hard to see that
bhllmilx.cl

mcmi
converges too



Step Show that adding back in

the thin parts doesn't chage bar

significantly

rakpX The Margulis Lanna
each component of

the thin part is either a

ont bundle or s Cn dim X
or a product dx Cool

Gluing on such a component In

the thick gait changes the Beltic

by at most 1 and if deniz4
the number of components is
sublinear in volume

So but milk Mi
i

wt Mi al Cui

converge to some value



rankpXxJ ABBGNRS Mi5 Ix

voi Kmiec
o

vol Cmi

We adapt arguments of Gomer to
show that incmi

I
Mike bhldcmilee E C volkmilae

so gluing Miles onto Mike
changes the Bettis by a amount

a volcmi I


